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Latest CRO-67 data shows success in reducing cancer growth 
 
 

• Pancreatic cancer model results show significantly reduced tumour volume and slower growth  

• UNSW Sydney study presented to global audience 

• Consistent findings build out data package  
 

Sydney, 28 September 2023: Innovative biotech company Noxopharm Limited (ASX:NOX) 
announces that further encouraging data from its Chroma™ platform has been presented at the 
American Association of Cancer Research (AACR) Special Conference on Pancreatic Cancer. 

The latest in vivo research results from the company’s novel dual-cell CRO-67 preclinical drug 
candidate are being showcased by Noxopharm’s long-term collaborator, UNSW Sydney, as an oral 
and poster presentation at the prestigious conference currently taking place in Boston.  

CRO-67 targets pancreatic cancer in a different and innovative way. The disease is especially difficult 
to treat because the tumours are surrounded by a dense barrier of cells that protects them from 
anti-cancer drugs, as well as from the body’s immune system. In addition, pancreatic cancer typically 
shows a large diversity of genetic variations between individual patients, intensifying the challenge 
of developing drugs that work across as many different varieties as possible.  

This research follows work conducted in 2022 which showed that CRO-67 killed tumour cells as well 
as barrier cells in samples taken from patients who had their tumours surgically removed (ASX 
announcement 14/9/22).  

The new results arise from a study that involved human pancreatic cancer tumour cells being 
implanted under the skin into mice. The mice were then treated with CRO-67 for 21 days, with 
tumour volume measured over this dosing period.  

At the end of drug treatment, CRO-67 significantly reduced tumour volume in vivo by an average of 
56.7% versus the untreated controls (p=0.0013).  

Additionally, CRO-67 slowed down the rate at which the tumours grew by 48%. The median doubling 
time for the tumours treated with CRO-67 was 8.5 days, compared to 4.4 days for the untreated 
controls.  

 

CRO-67 dual-cell therapy kills both tumour cells (red) and the dense barrier cells (blue) surrounding them. 
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The pancreatic cancer tumour cell line with which the mice were injected was among those used in 
an in vitro cell lines study previously conducted by UNSW. In that study, CRO-67’s dual-cell activity 
demonstrated broad anticancer activity across a range of pancreatic cancer cell lines, in addition to 
strong potency against barrier cells.  

The above results demonstrate that CRO-67 has now been shown to be bioavailable and biologically 
active in an animal model, and further supports the company’s confidence in the asset as a high 
priority as the development program continues.  

Noxopharm CEO Dr Gisela Mautner said: “These results are encouraging because they demonstrate 
that CRO-67 is having a strong effect in different settings such as human cell lines and mice, as well 
as in patient explants. While we are also planning a further study to demonstrate efficacy in a 
different model, we are already moving ahead and developing the dosing and formulation for 
patients. 

“All the studies we have performed are important elements to build out a robust data package that 
will be required for regulatory progression, and validates our ongoing research as we explore the 
potential of CRO-67 to be further developed as a treatment for pancreatic cancer.  

“The disease is set to become the second leading cause of cancer-related deaths in the US by 2040, 
and has a very poor five-year survival rate of about 9% from the time of diagnosis. Very few new 
treatments have been released over the past decades, meaning there is an urgent need to develop 
innovative drugs and therefore a major opportunity for Noxopharm to make a significant 
contribution in this space.” 

                                                                         -ENDS- 
 

 

About Noxopharm  

Noxopharm Limited (ASX:NOX) is an innovative Australian biotech company discovering and 
developing novel treatments for cancer and inflammation, including a pioneering technology to 
enhance mRNA vaccines. 

The company utilises specialist in-house capabilities and strategic partnerships with leading 
researchers to build a growing pipeline of new proprietary drugs based on two technology platforms 
– Chroma™ (oncology) and Sofra™ (inflammation, autoimmunity, and mRNA vaccine enhancement).  

Noxopharm also has a major shareholding in US biotech company Nyrada Inc (ASX:NYR), which 
focuses on drug development for cardiovascular and neurological diseases. 

To learn more, please visit: noxopharm.com 

Investor, Corporate & Media enquiries: 

Julian Elliott  

M: 0425 840 071  

E: julian.elliott@noxopharm.com   

Company Secretary: 

David Franks 

T: +61 2 8072 1400 

E: David.Franks@automicgroup.com.au 

 

Dr Gisela Mautner, CEO and Managing Director of Noxopharm, has approved the release of this 
document to the market on behalf of the Board of Directors.  
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Forward Looking Statements  

This announcement may contain forward-looking statements. You can identify these statements by 
the fact they use words such as “aim”, “anticipate”, “assume”, “believe”, “continue”, “could”, 
“estimate”, “expect”, “intend”, “may”, “plan”, “predict”, “project”, “plan”, “should”, “target”, “will” 
or “would” or the negative of such terms or other similar expressions. Forward-looking statements 
are based on estimates, projections and assumptions made by Noxopharm about circumstances and 
events that have not yet taken place. Although Noxopharm believes the forward-looking statements 
to be reasonable, they are not certain. Forward-looking statements involve known and unknown 
risks, uncertainties and other factors that are in some cases beyond the Company’s control 
(including but not limited to the COVID-19 pandemic) that could cause the actual results, 
performance or achievements to differ materially from those expressed or implied by the forward-
looking statement. 


